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In Extenso Finance is commissioned by the issuer to produce and publish company sponsored research.  

Refer to important warnings at the end of the document. For additional information on In Extenso Finance and its internal procedures, please 
consult the website https://finance.inextenso.fr/debt-equity-advisory. 
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Internet / Media 

Publication date: 3rd of April 2024 
 

Hopscotch 
 

Record FY2023; strong value proposition for 2024E 
 
2023 operating profit at the highest level 
The group published record annual results, despite exceptional expenses to prepare 

for growth. FY operating profit amounted to € 9.9 M (+6% YoY), c.5% above our 

estimate. The operating margin was 10.7%, stable compared to last year and in line 

with guidance. In H2, operating profit came out at € 8.8 M. However, these good 

performances have included exceptional investments in prospecting & innovation to 
prepare for 2024 and its major sporting and cultural events. According to 

management, the normative result would have easily exceeded € 10 M. Non-

recurring financial charges (€ 850 k) impacted the net result, which came to € 5.2 M 

(vs € 6.0 M last year). 

Strong financial situation that allows future acquisitions 
The financial structure is still solid (net cash) and improving. The Board proposed a 

dividend of € 0.65 per share (vs. € 0.50 in 2023). Furthermore, we emphasize that 

treasury shares (c.132 k) have a value of c.2.5 M€. Acquisitions are a lever for the 

group's growth, which targets sectoral and/or geographic collaborations. The group 

signed the acquisition of Interface Tourism in July 2023 (€ 20 M turnover and € 8 M 

in GM) and remains on the path of acquisitions. Hopscotch aims to become a world 

leader in destination marketing. 

Acquisition of Sopexa minority interests: accretive impact  
During the analysts meeting, management announced ongoing discussions regarding 

the buyout of minority interests in Sopexa, currently 66% owned. We estimate the 

cost at c.€ 6 M (financed by debt), with an accretive impact on net income of around 

8%. On a strategic level, the group will have access to Sopexa's cash situation and 

will be able to work on implementing additional synergies, particularly in tourism. 

Our estimates do not yet include this operation, which we are awaiting closing. 

2024 will benefit from sport events & the Paris Motor Show 
Mid- year sport events program has begun to contribute to momentum in H2 2023, 

but the biggest impact should be on FY2024. Activity should also be supported by 

the Paris Motor Show, among other major events. 

Attractive valuation – PO to € 30.80 - Strong Buy reiterated 
On the back of the publication and analysts meeting, we raised our operating profit 

estimates by around 5% for 2024-25E. We have not yet integrated the future impact 

Sopexa’s minority interests buyout, pending closing. We raised our target price 

to € 30.80 (vs. € 29.80 previously), based on the average of DCF and stock market 

comparables. The upside potential is very significant at +57% and we reiterate our 

Strong Buy opinion. Shares trade on attractive levels: at about 3.2x EV/EBITDA 

NTM (12-month rolling) and 8x PE NTM. 

 
 

Maud Servagnat  
Equity analyst     

Maud.servagnat@inextenso-finance.fr  

https://finance.inextenso.fr/debt-equity-advisory
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Company presentation 
 

Communication consultancy, Digital, PR, Influence, 

Events 
Hopscotch is the leading public relations (PR) group in France and 
the third largest communications group. It is run by its founders 

and managers, driven by complementary expertise. With more 
than 800 employees, the group has published 2022 turnover of       
€ 272 M and gross margin of € 93 M. Hopscotch listed on Euronext 

Growth Paris on 27 July 2022. 

Mix of all communications fields 

Hopscotch combines all communication expertise: digital, Public 
Relations & influence, events, activation, public affairs and 

marketing services. The group structures its expertise around 
agencies bearing its name “Hopscotch” (Event / PR / Travel / 

Decision makers / Congresses), and specialized agencies: Sopexa, 
Heaven, Sagarmatha, Human to Human, Le Public Système 
Cinéma, Le Public PR system, Sport (Alizeum, Sport&Co and 

Uniteam). 

Expanding international footprint 

The group has developed an integrated international network, with 
more than 30 offices spread over 5 continents. 

Sustainable CSR approach 
Hopscotch has been a pioneer in CSR and devotes increasing 

resources to developing its results in these areas. The group 
obtained the EcoVadis Platinum label (less than 1% of the 

companies evaluated). Hopscotch PR received three stars for the 
RSE Agences actives label, obtained for the first time by a PR 

agency in July 2023. 

Investment thesis 
 

Unique positioning & enrichment of the offer  
The group operates across the entire communications market, with 
an integrated, global and transversal offering, which closely 

combines consulting, digital, PR, influence and events. In a mature 
and competitive market, this unique offering differentiates the 
group from its competitors. In addition, the group is enriching and 

diversifying its offering in all sectors and developing business 
verticals (tourism, sport, CSR, etc.). Hopscotch has also digitized 

its offer and its campaigns and is benefiting from the continued 
recovery of events. 

Hopscotch Sport to benefit from the 2024 sport events  
Mid-year’s sport events program has begun to contribute to 

momentum in H2 2023, but the biggest impact should be on 
FY2024. Activity should also be supported by the Paris Motor Show, 

among other major events. 

Acquisitions to accelerate growth 
Acquisitions are a lever to group’s growth rate, which targets 

sectoral and/or geographic collaborations. The group signed the 
purchase of Interface Tourism (ITG) in July 2023 (€ 20 M sales and 

€ 8 M Gross Margin) and remains on the path of acquisitions. 
Hopscotch aims to become a world leader in destination marketing. 

New profitability profile and accretive acquisitions  
The group managed to double its profitability level (EBIT to Gross 

Margin rate) from c.5% pre-Covid to 10.5% in 2022. Most of the 
savings in structural costs made during the Covid period are 

sustainable. We anticipate a continuous gradual improvement in 
margins for the following years. 

Cash-flow generation and healthy financial situation 
The Group combines growth prospects (organic & external) with 
the agility of its cost structure, resulting in significant cash-flow 

generation (low capex and WCR), and leading to a very healthy 
financial situation. Company is net cash, which allows it to return 

to acquisitions. Capital increases could take place to partially 
finance them.  

Attractive valuation 
Despite its strong intrinsic qualities, shares trade on attractive 

levels: at about 3.2x EV/EBITDA NTM (12-month rolling) and 8x 

PE. 

Valuation methodology 
 
 

Our price objective of € 30.80 results from an average of two 
valuation methodologies: discounted cash-flows and comparable 

trading multiples. Upside potential is attractive at +57% and we 
reiterate Strong Buy. 
 

Discounted cash-flow 
 

Discounted cash-flow analysis yields € 28.40 value per share. 

 

Comparable trading multiples 
 

 

Listed peers’ valuation multiples applied to our estimated financials 
for the group allows to calculate a € 33.30 value per share. 
We selected peers with turnover less than € 1bn. 

 
 

 

 

SWOT 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

- A value proposition in line 

with clients’ needs, global 

and transversal offer, 

underpinned by the 

complementarity of all 

Group’s areas of expertise: 

influence, events, 

activation, digitization, 

internal communications, 

public affairs, marketing 

services, and more 

- Ability to innovate (social 

networks, hybridization of 

formats, etc.) 

- Leadership positioning in 

France  

- Rigorous costs 

management and higher 

profitability level gained 

during the Covid crisis 

- Net cash financial situation  

- Low capex and WCR  

 

- Balance of power with 

clients which limits the 

ability to value teams and 

consulting services 

- Limited visibility on the 

business 

- A mainly French reach 

 

  

Opportunities Threats 

- Expanding global reach 

- Enriching and diversifying 

the offer (verticals, sectors, 

etc.) 

- Shift from traditional 

communication tools 

towards Digital 

- Artificial Intelligence 

 

- Economic crisis 

- Deteriorating consumer 

purchasing power 

- Competitive pressure 
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Record FY2023 EBIT to 9.9 M€ 

The group published annual results at record levels, despite exceptional expenses to prepare for growth. 
 

• Annual operating profit amounted to € 9.9 M (+6% YoY), representing an operating margin of 

10.7%, stable compared to last year, in line with guidance (the group expected to return to a 
level of operating margin comparable to that observed in 2022). 

• In H2, operating profit came to € 8.8 M, about 5% above our estimate of € 8.4 M. 
• These good performances, however, have included investments in prospecting and innovation 

(including AI) to prepare for 2024 and its major sporting and cultural events. Thus, personnel 
costs have increased a little more than necessary to support growth in 2023. According to 
management, the normative result would have easily exceeded € 10 M without these exceptional 
costs. 

 
• Financial charges were higher this year due to non-recurring entries (charge of €850k) linked to 

the rationalization of the group's legal organization chart and the deconsolidation of a stopped 
activity, as well as the renewal of the rental lease for the headquarters. 

 
• Net Profit stood at € 5.2 M, down slightly due to these non-recurring financial charges. 

 
Regarding the balance sheet: 

• The financial structure is still solid with a strong and improving net cash position. 
• The Management Board proposed the distribution of a dividend of € 0.65 per share (vs. € 0.50 in 

2023). 
 
In addition, we emphasize that treasury shares have a value of c.2.5 M€ (c.132 k securities). 
 

P&L published 

 
 

Source : Historique Société et IE Finance 
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2024 outlook: the group should benefit from major sporting events 

The group affirmed that by consolidating the Tourism branch in 2024, the gross margin will exceed  
€ 100 M, and operating margin should improve. 
Hopscotch invested in 2023 for its growth in 2024 (prospecting costs). There should be no additional 

investments linked to the Olympics.  
 
The group also confirmed that thanks to its solid financial structure, it will pursue its external growth 
strategy, focused internationally, and will continue to strengthen its position in promising businesses 
such as influence and social (recent integration of a team of 12 specialized consultants). 
Hopscotch thus aims to become a leading communications group in the world. 
 
In addition, during the analyst presentation (02/04), management communicated on the ongoing buy-

out of Sopexa’s minority interests (the entity is currently held at 66%). The closing is imminent (end of 
April-beginning of May). The group will thus have access to the cash held by the entity, and will be able 
to implement more synergies, particularly in Tourism, and therefore improve profitability. 
 
We add that 2024 will be rich in major activities, in sports with the Olympics, and with the Paris Motor 
Show, among others. 
  

Guidance 

 
 

Source : Company history & IE Finance  

 

We increase our EPS estimates by c.5% 

We keep our GM estimates unchanged for 2024-25E. However, we raise our operating profit estimates 
by around 5% over the period, and expect a further improvement in the margin rate of +90 bps in 2024E 
to 11.6% (vs. 10.7% in 2023). 
 
We have not yet integrated the future impact of Sopexa’s minority interests buyout. We believe that the 
impact will be accretive to net income (by around +8%).  
In 2022, Sopexa recorded an EBIT of € 1.5 M. By applying a multiple of 9x EV/EBIT and considering that 

the entity has positive net cash, we value the minority interests at about € 6 M, financed by debt. 
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P&L estimates 

 
 
Source : Company history & IE Finance estimates 
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BS estimates 

 
 
Source : Company history & IE Finance estimates 
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Cash-Flow Statement estimates  

 
 
Source : Company history & IE Finance estimates 
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Valuation: target price at € 30.80 (from € 29.80) 

Our price target of € 30.80 results from an average between two valuation methodologies: DCF and 
listed peers valuation multiples. 

 

 
Source : In Extenso Finance estimates 

 

DCF method yields € 28.40 per share 

Our assumptions are detailed in the table below. 
 
 

 
Source : In Extenso Finance estimates 
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Peer comparison method gives share price valuation of € 33.30 

Applying average multiples of a sample of stock market comparables to group's main aggregates allows 
us to calculate a share price average of € 33.30. 
 
We composed two samples of stock market comparables: a “SMALL” group made up of companies whose 
market capitalization is < €1 billion, and a “LARGE” group for market capitalizations above this threshold. 
 

We applied only the multiples of the “SMALL” sample to our core estimates for the Hopscotch group. 
However, we also present the multiples of the “LARGE” sample, for comparison. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Source : Factset & IE Finance estimates 
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Price performance 

 
Share price performance – 12 month-rolling  

 
 

Source : Factset & IE Finance 
 

EPS expectations illustrate Hopscotch’s significant growth prospects 

 

EPS revisions (€) 

 

Source : Factset & IE Finance 
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Attractive valuation levels  

Shares trade on attractive levels: at about 3.2x EV/EBITDA NTM (12-month rolling) and 8x PE. 
 
EV/EBITDA NTM (x)  

 
 

PE NTM (x) 

 
 
Source : Factset & IE Finance 
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Important disclosures 

In Extenso Finance ratings and target prices definition 

In Extenso Finance stock market recommendations reflect the absolute change expected in the share price from a 
six to twelve-months perspective (in local currencies). 
 
 

 

 
Details of valuation methods used by In Extenso Finance in target price calculations are available at  
https://finance.inextenso.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Methode_Valo_Analyse_Fin_IEFM.pdf 

Detection of potential conflicts of interest 

 

The analyst, In 

Extenso or any 

of its employees 

is a shareholder 

of the issuer 

The issuer 

subject of this 

report is a 

shareholder of 

In Extenso 

Other financial 

interest 

between In 

Extenso and 

the issuer 

In Extenso is a 
market maker or 

liquidity provider 

in financial 

instruments issued 

by the issuer 

In Extenso has 
received 

compensation for 

the production of 

this research 

report 

In Extenso has 
received 

compensation for 

another service than 

the production of 

this research report 

This research 

report was sent to 

the issuer before 

its publication 

No No No No Yes No No 

 

As a consultant in Independent Equity Research as defined by the AMF within its ‘Règlement Général’, In Extenso Finance refers 

to the administrative and organizational terms defined by this organisation for its internal functioning, in particular in compliance 
with the best practices regarding the management of conflicts of interests. In Extenso Finance strict internal procedures define 

aspects which are applied to its Equity Research activity. Additional information may be obtained upon written request to In Extenso 
Finance as to these operating rules. 
 

Rating and target price evolution throughout the last 12 months 
 

Date Rating Target price 

April 3rd 2024 
Annual Study 
Strong Buy 

€ 30.80 

February 7th 2024 
Equity Flash 
Strong Buy 

€ 29.80 

November 7th 2023 
Coverage Initiation 

Strong Buy 
€ 29.1 

Ratings distribution 
 

 
  

      

Ratings distri ution for companies within 
the same sector

Strong Buy Buy Neutral Sell Strong Sell

      

Ratings distri ution for companies clients 
of In Extenso Finance

Strong Buy Buy Neutral Sell Strong Sell

      

Ratings distri ution for IEF entire coverage

Strong Buy Buy Neutral Sell Strong Sell

1. Strong Buy The absolute share price performance is expected to be at least +25 % 

2. Buy The absolute share price performance is expected to be comprised between +10 % and +25 % 

3. Neutral The absolute share price performance is expected to be comprised between +10 % and -10 % 

4. Sell The absolute share price performance is expected to be comprised between -10 % and -25 % 

5. Strong Sell The absolute share price performance is expected to be at least -25 % 

https://finance.inextenso.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Methode_Valo_Analyse_Fin_IEFM.pdf
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Additional disclosures 

The information herein is not complete and therefore cannot be considered as contractual. 
 

This document is not and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any investment. Only 
investors with sufficient knowledge and experience in financial and business matters to evaluate the relevant merits and risks should consider an 
investment in any issuer or market discussed herein. Neither In Extenso Finance nor any of its officer or employee accept any liability whatsoever 

for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this publication or its contents. 
 

The information herein has been obtained from, and any opinions herein are based upon, sources believed reliable, but In Extenso Finance makes no 
representation as to its accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. All opinions and estimates herein reflect the judgment 

of In Extenso Finance on the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. 
 

This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, 
state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would 

subject In Extenso Finance to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. In particular, in the United Kingdom, In Extenso 
Finance further advises that this Research is solely intended to be delivered to persons who qualify as defined in Rule 11 (3) of the ‘Financial Services 
Act 1986 (Investment Advertisement) (Exemption) order 1997’. The distribution of this research report in the United States or its distribution to any 

citizen of the United States is forbidden. 
 

In Extenso Finance may have concluded a contract with the issuer subject of this report in order to produce one or several research reports which 
were previously sent to the issuer. However, In Extenso Finance may produce research reports concerning this issuer in an independent way. 

 
Copyright 2010 In Extenso Finance. All rights reserved. 

 

 


